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A.
Those present: Martin Carr, Jeff Blackburn, Rob Taylor, Ian Findlay, Gareth Vogan
B.
Standing Orders: Are there the above present, inc chair, Declaration of interests, Struck off
directors, Safeguarding
1. It is not possible to add dynamic content to the SSE web site. The main site has been redesigned to make it easier to read. As far as Freestyle is concerned the relavant pages have
now been updated with content that is not time specific. While updates will always be
needed this should be focused on actual content rather than just changing dates etc. The
main reason for the general update was in time for the Olympics, as it is thought there will
be more interest in the web site over the duration of the event.
2. It was decided to shelve plans for a training camp at half term in February. While this may
happen in the future, much more planning is required for this, it is also too close for this
year. However, it was agreed to investigate weekend training in Scotland JB/RT/IF
3. Laax Brits – Camp bookings are now live – as many have been asking about the camp, it is
not expected there will be any issues.
4. There will be a moguls training camp 18th to 25th Feb in Austria.
5. While we do not hold a huge number of moguls events each year we need to train more
judges. MC to investigate.
6. It is not thought there needs to be any changes to the selection criteria for 2018-19.
However, it was suggested that all committee members re-read it and come back with any
issues at the next meeting, so that any changes scheduled.
7. UK Moguls events – JB is still following this up. The plan at the moment is to have a moguls
competition in May.
8. UK Cross & Slope – IF is still chasing dates for this.
9. Mountain Moguls – The options at the moment are over Easter or in May – ID to investigate.
10. Date of next meeting – Early March 2018, with options being distributed at the end of
February.

